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MARCH MEETING
Tuesday, MARCH 2, 2021
Zoom Meeting Invite to follow

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Hi Everyone!
Happy Saint Patrick’s Day (or March 15 for non-celebrators) I just finished a
lime green Linus quilt, I hope that qualifies for some quality green in honor of
the day.
We have a fun meeting coming up followed by a workshop. Be sure to see what
Judy has to say about it later in the newsletter. I am very excited to be
participating in the workshop because I don’t feel like I have done anything
outside my quilting comfort zone in a long time.
I recently sent out a notification that Monica’s Quilting and Bead Shop in the
desert is hosting a Mystery Quilt. It starts Feb 26 and I think there is still time to
join if you haven’t yet. I plan to host a few ZOOM calls so we can have fun while
we complete the quilt. Think about joining us and having some fun!
I finally got a covid vaccine and I am hoping beyond hope that this will give me
some peace of mind. How about you? Have you had any luck finding a
vaccine? What are you looking forward to when things return to normal,
whatever normal is? Won’t it be fun to meet in person again, to attend our
small group bees, to see family, to get hugs? SIGH. So much to look forward to.
Keep your pins sharp,
Chris
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MARCH PROGRAM
JANIS RIVERA IS OUR MARCH PROGRAM
Hi Everyone!
We are VERY excited to have Janis Rivera speak at our
March Zoom meeting on March 2, 2021 at 7:00
p.m. Janis is from Lancaster, California and is a certified
Laura Heine Instructor. In addition to quilting, she is also
an avid crafter, artist and has also been a speechlanguage pathologist for over 30 years. Plus she is a
wife and mother to 6 children and has 15 grandchildren
and 1 great-grandson! Her lecture topic is "Collage
Quilting Without Falling to Pieces".
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MARCH PROGRAM
JANIS RIVERA IS OUR FEBRUARY PROGRAM
Hi Everyone!
Laura will also be conducting a Zoom Collage Workshop
on March 3, 2021 from 9:30 am to approximately 3:30
p.m. The workshop is currently filled and there is a
waitlist. Attendees will be doing one of the quilts in the
Teeny-Tiny Group shown below.

Everyone that has
signed up should
have received the
supply list and
watched the
video

3 https://youtu.be/NoTE5mNcbLY

NEW MEMBER
WELCOME RONI CRIPPS

Thank you for your below Welcome to Seaside Quilters email. I am so
happy to join this guild.
A bit about myself and quilting:
I started quilting about 40 years ago. I wanted to take a quilting class,
but was too shy to take the class by myself, so I talked my mom into taking
the class with me. I made a light blue Fence Rail quilt that I still have.
We both loved that quilting class and went on to make many more quilts.
After several years, my mom retired to Port Orchard, WA where she owned
asmall quilt shop for several years. I used to make sample quilts for her
shop and visit her several times a year to help her in the store. Even
though that store has closed and my mom has passed, I continue to make
quilts, always trying (but not succeeding) to use my stash and I am usually
making more than one BOM at a time.
Best, Roni.
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FEBRUARY PROGRAM
RECAP OF FEBRUARY

We hope you all enjoyed the inspiring lecture by Mel Beach at the February Zoom
meeting. Her lecture topic was "Challenge Yourself" and as she has completed over 90
challenge quilts, suffice it to say she is an expert at challenge quilts. Hopefully her
lecture will inspire you to participate in more challenges in the future! Here is a quick
recap of her lecture.
She mentioned three zones:
1. Comfort Zone: safe and secure, easy & relaxed, bored and unchallenged
2. Panic Zone: perhaps too stressful
3. Stretch Zone: challenged and excited, learning, growing, willing to take risks
She also talked about facing our fears:
1. Working with ugly or difficult fabrics
Think about the fabric differently
Look at the back side of the fabric
Cut the fabric down smaller and smaller
Keep calm and add bling but not craft glitter as it flakes off too much
2. Rejection
Try entering the quilt into other venues if it doesn't do well in one venue
"I never lose. I either win or learn" Nelson Mandela
3. Deadlines
Do you have 4-6 months, a month, a week
Be mindful of time zones if you need to contact staff with questions or technical
glitches
Procrastination - "All procrastination is fear" fear of perfection, fear of the unknown
Make calendar reminders
Bring your challenge projects to retreats or small group gatherings
Set your alarm for 1 hour and iron your fabric
5 - ideas may come!
Set reminders and deadlines

FEBRUARY PROGRAM
RECAP OF FEBRUARY
4.Finding Inspiration
Brainstorm with someone
Meditate/Yoga or sleep on it
Reflect on life experiences
Go out for a walk
Doodle, sketch
Take pictures
Ask "What if"
Check out Pinterest
Design inspiration is all around you!
5. Self Doubt
If Plan A doesn't work, move on to Plan B or Plan C
"The worst enemy to creativity is self-doubt" Sylvia Plath
To overcome self doubt, take classes and workshops
Journal, take photos
Buy extra fabric to experiment
Resist the urge to compare yourself to others
Check out Jane Dunnewold - Creative Strength Training
Set quilting resolutions
In addition, she spoke about the benefits (fame, glory, ribbons, fun prizes). Check into
Quilt Challenge Community such as the Facebook challenge group.
"A diamond is a chunk of coal under pressure"
Finally, Tips and Tricks with having fun with quilt challenges
1. Read the Rules - REALLY read them
2. Work Small
3. Experiment with something new
4. Take good quality photographs
5. Make something that you love
6. Challenge opportunities: Quilt guilds, quilt shows, magazines, online, fabric companies,
etc.
We hope you were all inspired by her lecture and all the practical tips and advice Mel had
for us! We can apply many of her ideas to our quilt projects, not just challenge quilts.
Judy & Rebecca
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Co-Chairs Programs

SEASIDE PROGRAMS 2020-2021
DATE

SPEAKER

TOPIC

1/5/21

Becky McDaniel

Applique Journey

2/2/21

Mel Beach

Challenge Yourself

3/2/21

Janice Rivera

Collage Quilting Without Falling Apart.

3/3/21

Tour QuiltsPatricia Belyea
Zoom workshop Tokyo Quilt Festival
Teeny-Tiny

Janice Rivera

Truck, Cow, or Fox

4/6/21

Rami Kim

Asian Designs in a
Modern world – fusion
of Asian Designs with Western
Styles, Korean influences

5/4/21

Our very own,
Donna Hogle

Pictorial Quilts

6/1/21

TBD

Thank you
Rebecca
and Judy!
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OPPORTUNITY QUILT

MADE AND DONATED BY PATTI BROWN
50 X 64
$1.00 – 1 TICKET
$5.00 - 6 TICKETS
Send cash or check to Cindy Feagle
2834 Nipoma St.
San Diego, CA 92106
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QUILT TIL YOU WILT

Quilt til you Wilt looks a lot different than at Sewing Machines Plus.
It is still a lot of fun and you don’t have to be on the whole time.
Invite to follow for MARCH 9, 2021 10-4pm
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BIRTHDAYS
HAPPY BIRTHDAY MARCH BABIES
The following members are
celebrating their birthdays in
March.
Margie Herrick
Barbara Hutchins
Sheryl King
Bergit Limmer
Debbie McCarter
Patt Seitas
Vivian Simon
Jeanne Smerdon

3/21
3/02
3/17
3/17
3/13
3/26
3/16
3/8

New door prize system
Each month there will be a drawing so
the Birthday people can send a small gift
that can fit into an envelope (i.e. needles
or gift cards) to winners of the drawing
among the people on the Zoom
meeting.
Patti Brown

FACTS ABOUT MARCH
•

Happy New Year, for the
ancient Romans

•

Best month for basketball but
worse for productivity

•

March was named for War

•

First month of Spring.

•

Each year March and June
end on the same day of the
week

March flower: Daffodil
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Please Note: In order not to
ruin the anticipation of show
and tell at the meeting, photos
of quilts will be in the following
month newsletter. Please be
sure the Chris has all of them
before the meeting.

MEMBER QUILTS

CHRIS BERNET

DONNA HOGLE
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MEMBER QUILTS

GILLIAN MOSS
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MEMBER QUILTS

SALLY STOVAL

PATT SEITAS ‘HEARTS AND KISSES’
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BLOCK OF THE MONTH
MARCH BLOCK OF MONTH BY DEBORAH LANCASTER

X Marks the Spot
Cutting:
Bright color (4) 3-½” x 6-½” rectangles
Use bright fabric - it should read as red, green, blue, yellow, purple,
turquoise, orange, etc.
Black (36) 2” squares, mark diagonal line on backs
This doesn’t need to be solid, but should read (from across the room)
as black
White (4) 3-½” squares
(1) 6-½” squares
This doesn’t need to be solid or white on white, but should read (from
across the room!) as white
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BLOCK OF THE MONTH
MARCH BLOCK OF MONTH BY DEBORAH LANCASTER

Use the black squares to ’snowball’ all of the other squares and
rectangles: Add a black square to each corner and sew on the diagonal
lines. Press to the black, and trim.
Assemble the pieces as shown below, sew them together, and let me
know that you’ve made one! ~ or two… or three...
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BLOCK OF THE MONTH
MARCH BLOCK OF MONTH BY DEBORAH LANCASTER

https://www.quilterscache.com/X/XMarkstheSpotBlock_Page2.html
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QUILT CHALLENGE
2020-2021 QUILT CHALLENGE – NOW !
The last time I was the challenge chair (2016), I encouraged people to do a quilt
focusing on something from 100 years ago. This time the theme is "NOW!" Do a quilt
that focuses on something happening now -- meaning during this 2020-2021 Seaside
Quilt Year. There are lots of things to choose from -- personal things from your own life,
the Pandemic, 100 Year Celebration of Women getting the Right to Vote, the Racial
Justice movement, the presidential election, the Impeachment (happened in January
but seems a million years ago), businesses closing, Zoom meetings, online shopping,
etc. Anything you want. Use any technique. Simple patchworks are great. Any size -- it
could be a tiny quilt, a potholder, a mug rug, a wall hanging, a lap quilt, or bed sized.
The deadline: the June meeting (June 2nd). Have fun!
Patt Seitas

TOLEDO MUSEUM OF ART QUILT BEE
SUBMISSIONS
https://www.toledomuseum.org/quilting
-bee
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UFO CLUB
2020-21 MEMBERS
1. PATTI BROWN
2. JUDY UYEMURA
3. CHRIS BERNET
4. DEBBIE MURBACH
5. MARY LYONS
6. GINNY PENCE
7. PATT SEITAS
8. ANN CONN
9. CAROL SIMPSON
10. DESPO STEVENS
11. KAREN ZAPPONE
12. CINDY FEAGLE
13. REBECCA JOHNSON
14. SALLY STOVALL
15. JOYCE MCCARTHY
16. JUDY ROSS
17. ANDREA MAU
18. SUSAN RICHMAN
19. MARY ANN MOGA
20. BARBIE LORENTZ
21. JO VROMAN
22. BETH BERTSCH

Just a reminder to get those UFO’s done. Please
send a photo to:
Judy - to put your name into the drawing
Chris - to show your UFO at the zoom
meeting and will send it to
Debbie for the next newsletter.
It was so fun seeing all your completed UFO's at
the February Zoom Meeting. Congratulations to
everyone who finished one or more UFO's: Patti,
Chris, Mary, Barbie, Jo, Cindy, Karen, Judy and
especially to Carol Simpson who won the drawing
for a $20 gift certificate to Rosie's for her adorable
bird quilt. Everyone's name has been added to
the mega drawing for June. The container is filling
up and yes, that was a giant container of pork
rinds that my husband ate! HaHa!!!!

Keep up the good
work!
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Judy & Deb
Your UFO
Cheerleaders!

No May retreat
Deposit will be
moved to Sept.

QUILT RETREAT
VINA DE LESTONNAC RETREAT CENTER

ally Stoval
Contact S
fast!
Space fills

39300 De Portola Rd.
Temecual, CA 92591

The prices are as follows:
Triple Occupancy - $335.00/person
Double Occupancy - $385.00/person
Single Occupancy - $525.00/person

JANUARY 2021 – no retreat
MAY 2021 – no retreat
SEPT. 16, 17, 18, 19, 2021

This includes meals from noon Thursday, through Brunch Sunday, as well as all bedding,
towels, and sewing space. It is the deal of the century, as we make more fun on these
retreats than a quilter should be allowed to have!
To make a reservation a minimum $100 deposit will need to be made by December 15,
2020. It may be paid using one of several methods. To my knowledge there is no extra
charge to use these methods of money transfer. We will work on roommate preference
once the reservations are made.
•
•
•
•

PayPal – Sally Semm paypal.me/Seasideretreat123
Zelle – Sallysemm@mac.com It will put your deposit into an account called RETREAT
Venmo – Sally-Stovall (include the hyphen & there is a picture of me so you know it is
correct)
Or you can write a check and put it in the US Mail to: Sally Stovall 1720 W. Lewis St.
San Diego, CA 92103

LET THE FUN BEGIN!

Do you think we will all have received our vaccinations by September?
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COMMUNITY SERVICE
PROJECT LINUS
MARCH 2021
PROJECT LINUS
It's a jungle out there - or at least in our sewing
rooms. We had quite a
few jungle themed quilts finished this month for
Project Linus. All
different and all really cute.
Patt made the batik appliqued elephants. Gorgeous
quilt. Ann made up about
5 of the jungle panels and Patti quilted them. I made
the colorful elephant
one with the pink stripes from leftover fabric from my
granddaughters
quilt. Patti did the quilting of the whole cloth grey
elephant one with the
yellow stripes.
Many thanks to my quilt buddies - Petra sent three
tops. Patti made 10
quilts, from start to finish. Patt turned in 5 completed
quilts. Rebecca
and Sally also finished a couple of quilts. Karen and
Judy have taken a
couple quilts each home to do the quilting. Joyce
quilted two for us. Top
producers of the month is Cindy - with 14 completed
quilts. Carol assists
with all the binding for Cindy. You are all so
awesome!!!

Linus Quilt at Visions
COMFORT AND JOY
COMFORT CARDS
Joyce McCarthy will
send a card to
any member who
needs support.
Please let her know @
Phone: 858-272-4838
Email:
jtimeout@san.rr.com

I am so grateful so many of you are working hard,
even while we shelter at
home. Let's hope we all get our vaccine, and we can
see each other in
person again real soon.
~Linda Duggan~
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SMP VIRTUAL QUILT SHOW

ONE VOTE A DAY
https://www.sewingmachines
plus.com/smp-quilt-festvoting.php

SALLY STOVALL

SUE STEVENS

21
SALLY STOVALL

MYSTERY QUILT #3
QUILT FINISHED WITH 20 BLOCKS

TA DA!!!

BLUE TAPE
SHOWS
ONE
BLOCK
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MONICA’S MYSTERY QUILT

I just got this yesterday from Monica, who throws the super fun desert retreat each summer. Obviously, we
didn't have one last year and it looks like none this year either. SO, she is throwing an online Mystery and I
think it will be fun! Her quilts are always wonderful and I usually save them for someone's wedding quilt.
The mystery is only $20.00 to join then you have the option of using your own fabrics or buying a kit from
Monica's store. The kit will for sure work for the mystery because they already know what it looks like and
have chosen fabric accordingly.
You need to let her know by February 25th so she can send you out info on the 26th.
I hope you all play because I'm thinking of having Friday Zoom calls to work on it together.
Chris
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MONICA’S MYSTERY QUILT
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FROM MARY ANN MOGA

I found it in the Fallbrook Quilt Guild Newsletter and thought it very
appropriate as to how many of us feel. At least it made me
smile. Mary Ann
I hear some people are starting to feel stressed in lockdown.
Actually I was just talking about this with my sewing
machine, and she seamed to agree.
But when I asked the elastic, it just snapped back! I think it
was stretched to its limit.
So I tried to talk to the cotton, but it shrank away.
The linen was in a bunch.
The scissors were snippy.
Even the stuffing was down.
When I came around to ask the buttons, they just gaped.
The snaps suggested I get a grip.
Thankfully the iron gave it to me straight and reminded me
this will all be smoothed over soon.
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MASKS NEEDED / FABRIC DONATED
Per Deborah Lancaster’s survey our guild
has produced and donated over 15,000
masks!! Way to go!!!!
Dear fellow Seaside members,
I have contacted the organizers of this effort to feed the homeless.
They are in need of masks. If you are not tired of making masks and
would like to donate any to this organization please let me know. I will
arrange to gather them and drop them off at the catering company.
Christina Orciuoli
My name is Alexa and I work for MEANS Database. We’re a non-profit
database that focuses on helping other non-profit organizations access
supplies to serve those in need. Recently we received a donation of 18inch fabric squares from Lush Cosmetics
because they had a surplus when
http://quiltingdigest.com/celebrate-the-harvestmaking masks for their employees. Currently,
we are in the possession of
season-with-charming-quiltblocks/?fbclid=IwAR1bjYHSEg9amJSvnR9BIuVPQJN
the fabric squares in Portland.
WndSXnJ-oytgsvWLsueN_msWjdj6NhlI

While you may donate the masks wherever you would like - that was Lush's
only stipulation:that we donate the masks, I have been in contact with
Christina Oriciuoli and she says The Abbey Catering Give Back organization
will be thrilled to take as many as we can make!
Here is their website if you'd like to take a look:
https://www.theabbeycatering.com/giving-back/
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MASKS NEEDED / FABRIC DONATED

Here are Patt’s instructions for face masks with ear loops:
1. Sew darts.
http://quiltingdigest.com/celebrate-the-harvest2. Put two cut out mask shapes rightseason-with-charming-quiltside together. Sew top and
blocks/?fbclid=IwAR1bjYHSEg9amJSvnR9BIuVPQJN
bottom seams, using a 1/4 inch seam.WndSXnJ-oytgsvWLsueN_msWjdj6NhlI
.

3. Turn right side out and press.
4. Top stitch top all around.
5. Fold over end 1/4” and then 1/2” to form a channel.
6. Thread elastic through channel and knot ends or sew together.
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VISIONS ART MUSEUM
Partnership Guild
Discount membership
http://weblink.donorperfect.com/guildmember

The Seaside Quilt Show at Visions has come to an end. Rebekah told
me that the video online has had far more views than most of our
videos. (We are all so talented)
Debra Zeller’s piece sold. Debra – okay to give them your address to
send the check?
I will be picking up all the quilts sometime this week and will have
them at the studio.
Congrats to all that participated. I am sure we will be invited again.
Enjoy 10 Meet the Artist events for
our new exhibitions! One Season
Pass covers all ten events. No tickets
http://quiltingdigest.com/celebrate-the-harvestto individual events are available, but
season-with-charming-quiltthe Season Pass includes recordings
blocks/?fbclid=IwAR1bjYHSEg9amJSvnR9BIuVPQJN
of all ten events, whether or not
WndSXnJ-oytgsvWLsueN_msWjdj6NhlI
you’re able to attend live.
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March 5: Bonnie Bucknam, Judith
Content, Sheryl LeBlanc, Cathy
Miranker
March 12: Amanda Miller, Denise
Oyama Miller, Amanda Snavely, Carla
Stehr, Libby Williamson
March 19: Alice Beasley, Jennifer
Landau, Jackie Manley, Jean Wells
March 26: Shifting Tides juror Ann
Johnston
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Seaside Board Members 2020-2021
Meetings:
This month’s meeting:Tuesday, MARCH 2
6:30 PM Social Time
7:00 PM Meeting Starts
Meetings are held on Zoom. Chris Bernet will
send out zoom information.
Newsletter:
Our newsletter is published monthly by
Seaside Quilters for our members and San
Diego area guilds.
The normal cutoff date for submissions to the
newsletter is the 15th of each month. Mail
your submissions to Debbie Murbach email:
debinkodesigns@gmail.com
Members are encouraged to submit
information about tips; upcoming quilt shows;
quilt shops visited; special recipes; or reviews
of new books. Seaside Quilters reserves the
right to edit articles for space. The
information presented herein is for the
education and benefit of our members.
Board Meetings
Board meetings will be held Monday prior to
the regular meeting at 7:00 pm on Zoom
Website:
https://seasidequiltguild.com/
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/SeasideQuilters/110905575667120

Elected Officers
President
Chris Bernet
V.P.
Lois Heath
Corresponding Secretary/
Comfort & Joy
Joyce McCarthy
Recording Secretary
Donna Hogle
Treasurer/ Budget
Barbie Lorentz
Appointed Officers
2020-21 Programs
Judy Uyemara,
Rebecca Johnson
2021-2023 Program Planner
Historian
Lois Heath
Parliamentarian / Bylaws Chair VACANT
Committees
Block of the Month
Deborah Lancaster
UFO Club
Judy Uyemara,
Debbie Murbach
Door Prizes
Patti Brown
Give & Take Table
Gillian Moss
Hospitality
Debbie Zeller, Julia
Lyons, Karen
Zappone, Sally Stovall
Membership/Quilt
Challenge
Patt Sietas
Newsletter
Debbie Murbach
Opportunity of the Month Cindy Feagle, Despo
Stevens
Project Linus
Linda Duggan
Quilting Sisters
Sally Stovall
Webmaster
Debbie Murbach
Other Activities & Charity Projects
Quilt til you Wilt
Deborah Lancaster,
Debbie Murbach
CCSA
Lois Heath
Kennel Comforts
Audrey Noonan
Old Town / History Quilting Evette Weiss, Patt
Seitas
Retreat Coordinator:
Sally Stovall
San Diego/Del Mar Fair: Cindy Feagle
San Diego Quilt Show
Evette Weiss, Despo
Stevens
SCCQG
Despo Stevens
Toy Drive/
Snowman Contact
Mary Ann Moga
Yarn for Ernie
Ruth Simon

We welcome members & guests alike who
love quilts or enjoy making them.
Our Annual Membership dues are $45.00
Guest Fee is $5.00 per meeting
Mailing Address:
PO Box 9964
San Diego, CA 92109
Email: seasidequilters@yahoo.com
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